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1: Position Mark - Position Mark Suppliers from guitar parts depot
Take some time to learn the parts of the guitar and get to know your instrument! When learning guitar, I (and other
tutors) will make reference to some of the terminology found on this page, so you need to know where these parts are
on your guitar and what their function is. It's also useful when.

Published by curtisa How do you expand the tonal possibilities of a traditional three-position toggle switch
without resorting to fitting extra mini toggles and push-pull pots to your instrument? The Free-Way switch has
the answer! The most recent incarnation of the Free-Way switch expands on the flexibility and build quality of
the original switches to provide more diverse switching options in a long-lasting, easy to use package.
Free-Way boast an endurance of 1 million operations over the lifespan of the switch. The range features two
versions - the 3x with 15 termination points and the 3x with a whopping 28 termination points. A sub-variant
of the 3x is also offered - the 3x, specially made for JJ Custom Works, which features fixed pickup
combinations for a dual humbucker guitar incorporating series, parallel and coil split functions. All switches
are available in nickel or gold finishes and can be purchased with a variety of different coloured tips. The only
hint that the switch has some tricks up its sleeve is the actuator leaning slightly to one side. Around the back of
each switch, the mechanism is a sealed unit inside a small metal canister. Each termination point for the
contacts of the switch is presented on a small printed circuit board with gold-plated solder pads. The
schematics are clearly laid out and only require some minor interpretation on the part of the user to ensure that
pickup wiring colour codes are correctly translated from the ones shown in the diagrams to those fitted to your
guitar. Both switches come with plastic tips that can be unscrewed from the shaft and exchanged for different
colours - cream, black and amber tips are available. The thread on the shaft is quoted as M3. This instrument is
fitted with two Seymour Duncan 4-conductor humbucker pickups. I normally keep the control layout on these
guitars fairly sparse and basic, with only a 3-way toggle and single volume pot, but the option of adding some
coil split functions to this instrument while keeping the control layout uncluttered is attractive. The original
wiring layout of the guitar is shown below: As the wiring for these switches is quite a bit more involved than a
standard toggle, it pays to do as much work on the switch as possible outside of the instrument. Some of the
wiring schemes require that adjacent pads are soldered together. The gold plated pads are spaced deliberately
close together to facilitate this, and unless care is taken it can be easy to inadvertently bridge two pads together
by applying too much solder. Your choice of soldering iron can make a big difference to working with the
delicate nature of these solder pads. A fine point, temperature-regulated iron is recommended to make easy
work of soldering wires to the termination points, while minimising the risk of damaging the gold pads by
overheating. Good soldering technique will assist in fitting these switches into the guitar too, as space inside
the cavity can get cramped very quickly. Free-Way suggest that wiring all the solder pads to external screw
terminals can assist in installations where the user wants to try out several different switching schemes without
having to re-solder the switch multiple times over. Making several connections to one pad can be tricky too, as
previously soldered wires have a tendency to spring off once the next wire is added to the connection. Some
careful manipulation of connections is often required to get everything to stay put. Alternatively it can be
beneficial to plan ahead where possible by twisting multiple conductors together and then soldering the
bundled wires to a pad in one go. After an hour or two of careful soldering, poking and prodding, the switch
was finally bolted into the cavity and the wiring taken for a test drive: The physical action of the switch itself
is positive, with a decisive latching feel as the toggle is moved between positions. Quickly changing between
the two traverse modes takes a little getting use to, but otherwise the usefulness and practicality of the switch
is immediately apparent. As mentioned earlier, the outward appearance of the switch is virtually
indistinguishable from the toggle it replaced: The quality of the switch appears to be very solid, and while
working with the wiring can at times get a bit cramped, it is well worth considering as an alternative to a
traditional 3-position toggle, or even as a substitute to a 5-position blade switch. Good build quality and
mechanical feel Excellent documentation Massive range of switching possibilities with only one control No
change in instrument looks for situations where external appearance is important Cons: Larger physical size
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can be a problem in cramped control cavities Soldering can be fiddly Thanks go to Free-Way Switches for
providing the units used in this product review!
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2: Guitar Parts Factory -Fender Switches
At Guitar Parts Depot you can find professional & wide collection of Position Mark for replacement or renew and rebuild
with most affordable price, here is Your number one source for all kind of Position Mark.

End Pin String Naming and Standard Tuning Strings are numbered from the thinnest string 1st string to the
thickest string 6th string. The tuning is given from the 6th string to the 1st string: String Numbering and
Tuning Notes are named using the first seven letters of the alphabet, however there are more than seven
pitches, or notes, produced on the guitar. The note names, or letters, repeat themselves. Sometimes the number
0 or letter O is used to denote an open string, or one that is played without fretting a note. Fretting a note is
executed by pressing the string down behind a fret on the headstock side of the fret. Fret Numbering Fretboard
Movement Guitarists can move horizontally up or down the fretboard, or vertically across the fretboard. These
are common terms used to communicate how to shift your hands when playing the guitar. Subscribe for Free
Content, Tips, and More! Content tailored to you. Thank YOU for trusting me with your email and signing up
to become a better guitarist. I am honored and excited to help you accomplish your guitar goals! This part is
important! I intend to bring you value every time I send you something. To do that, I need you to let me know
how I can improve. You may not know right now, but let me know when you do! I hope you enjoy my free
lessons and materials. Patrick There was an error submitting your subscription. First Name Email Address We
use this field to detect spam bots. If you fill this in, you will be marked as a spammer. Unsubscribe at any
time. Powered by ConvertKit Hello again! Thank you for being a part of the GLW community. If you have a
question, just send an email using my contact page.
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3: Guitar Parts in Position:Bridge | eBay
The fingerboard is the front part of the guitar, it is also called "fretboard." The small piece that divides the fingerboard is
called frets. The fret holds the strings in different lengths so that when you press it and strum the strings, different
pitches are produced.

The rest of the guitar modifies that sound and makes it louder, but it cannot add anything to it. Since sound
travels through the air and the small surface of the strings moves very little air, something is needed to move
more air and make the sound from the strings louder. This is the main function of the guitar body. It acts as a
mechanical amplifier, coupling the energy of the vibrating strings to the air around the guitar. This first part,
of a two part feature about the body of the acoustic guitar, takes a look at the history and significance of body
shape, construction materials, the soundboard, bracing, the bridge, the soundhole and the application of the
principle of Helmholtz resonance to control bass response. Body shape The shape of the very earliest musical
instruments came from the naturally occurring materials, such as animal shells, sections of bamboo and
gourds, used to build them. The round bowl backs of lutes and mandolins for example echo the natural shapes
of earlier stringed instruments. These rounded shapes do have some advantages, their curves give them
strength, minimise standing wave resonances and help acoustic projection, but they are difficult to construct
out of flat, processed woods. Today the common shape of the acoustic guitar is a compromise between cost,
acoustic perfection, practicality and ergonomic comfort. In the 16th century when the early guitars were being
built, western thought was perhaps even more influenced by Arabic and classical Greek ideas than it is today.
Proportion and symmetry, dictated by geometry, were thought to be very important. The earliest known
treatise on lute making written by Henri Arnaut de Zwolle in about describes lute design in terms of geometric
proportion, rather than giving dimensions and this approach to instrument design was still used over years
later. Today we know that symmetry is not necessarily desirable in acoustic design and some modern makers
have produced very beautiful and practical, asymmetric guitars. Early guitars had small bodies, with only a
slight waist and vaulted, or even fluted backs. The idea of a waisted body, with a square back and sides, may
have been inspired by the design of the bowed instruments of the time, where symmetric waist cutaways were
introduced to allow clearance for the bow. Some versions of the vihuela an instrument that is related to the
guitar were played with a bow see www. The depth of the modern guitar can cause problems for the players
right arm and some makers are now building wedge shaped bodies, based on the original designs of Linda
Manzer www. While the accepted central position for the soundhole satisfies symmetry, structurally it
weakens the soundboard, so some modern designs like the McPherson www. The cutaway is also a relatively
modern variation and only became desirable as string technology improved enough for the highest notes to be
worth playing. There are two methods of constructing the cutaway, the sharp, pointed, Florentine, where two
sections of rim are joined by a block that forms the point and the smooth Venetian, where the rim is bent
around the cutaway. A cutaway reduces the body volume and therefore affects bass response. Body materials
The top or soundboard woods are usually chosen for their strength and acoustic properties while the sides, or
rims, and back woods are chosen more for their appearance and ability to be steam bent into curves for the
sides. Materials used varied a lot and often whatever material was locally available and seemed suitable was
used. Lute backs have been, and are being made from ash, cherry, cypress, ebony, holly, ivory, mahogany,
maple, plum, rosewood, sycamore, walnut, and yew. Tops were made from European spruce Picea Abies also
known as Picea excelsa. This is despite, or possibly because of, the protected status of Brazilian rosewood, the
scarcity of good quality engelmann spruce and the consequent relatively high cost of both woods, although it
has to be said that if they can be found in the right quality, these woods can make a very attractive looking and
fine sounding guitar. Cheaper alternatives include Indian rosewood, mahogany, maple, nato or even cherry for
the back and sides and sitka or another spruce variety for the top. Traditionally flamenco guitars, originally
built as low cost instruments, have used cypress for the back and sides. Cypress helps impart that bright
percussive flamenco sound, although modern flamenco guitars are also made with rosewood back and sides.
Archtop jazz guitars almost always have maple or sycamore back and sides for a loud, bright, percussive
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sound. Almost all of the species used for making guitar soundboards are large, tall, straight and relatively fast
growing trees. Such trees naturally produce straight grained timber that is lightweight and flexible, but with
strength along the grain, in widths suitable for soundboards. At one time Adirondack spruce occupied the
same prized position that Englemann does today, until it became too scarce. Today managed replanting means
Adirondack may be making a comeback. Other woods occasionally used are Spanish cedar cedrela odorata or
mexicana , mahogany and the quite scarce redwood and koa. The two pieces are then glued together with the
join running along the centre line of the guitar. The best wood sets for soundboards are split from the log,
rather than sawn, since splitting maintains the integrity of the grain. Laminates â€” plywood, are frequently
used to build guitars by the bigger manufacturers. Laminates are cheaper than solid woods, they are more
consistent to work with and with a good quality surface veneer can provide a high quality appearance.
Laminates have been used in the past for soundboards, but this practice is now rare apart from pressed tops for
archtop guitars. From its early use for cheap soundboards, plywood or laminated wood gained a very poor
reputation as a guitar building material. The problem was that the plywood used was intended for general
construction work and not for building guitars. This type of plywood is made from three 1mm thick sheets of
either birch or low quality mahogany. The three sheets are held together with relatively thick glue layers. Such
plywood is too thick and stiff for building soundboards and the glue layers damp and adsorb vibration. The
laminates used today for guitar construction are thinner, use better quality woods, are limited to the back and
sides of the guitar and are custom made using less acoustically adsorbent glues. The Soundboard The design
and construction of a soundboard has three main and conflicting requirements such conflicts are almost
universal in the design of many of the objects that we use. A soundboard needs to be light, strong, rigid and
flexible. Because it requires less energy to get it to move, a light soundboard is more efficient and louder. On
the other hand the soundboard must be strong and rigid enough to withstand the considerable tension placed
on it by the strings. However the soundboard also needs to be flexible in order to vibrate and project sound.
Bracing The top back and sides of an acoustic guitar are usually strengthened by a pattern of bars of wood
called braces typical height 16mm, width 6mm , glued to their inner surfaces. Most of the strengthening is
provided by the larger main braces while smaller subsidiary braces are added for tonal modification. Another
way to look at bracing is to say that it introduces a necessary amount of asymmetry, in terms of mass and
stiffness variation, to a soundboard that otherwise follows the very symmetric outer shape of most guitars.
This simple bracing pattern is the most obvious approach to make the soundboard as stiff across the grain as it
is along the grain. The ladder brace pattern shown here, although still used for guitar backs, has been
abandoned for soundboards in favour of bracing patterns that allow more volume and tonal complexity.
Modern classical guitars use variations on the fan bracing pattern used by Torres. Like the basic ladder pattern,
thick cross braces run above and below the soundhole, but the belly is strengthened and stiffened by several
braces radiating in a fan pattern below the bridge. The thick lateral brace at the waist, re-enforcing plates
around the soundhole and one or even two lateral braces under the end of the fingerboard plus the fingerboard
itself make the upper section of the soundboard much stiffer than the area below the bridge. The classical fan
bracing shown produces good tone and volume with sufficient strength to resist the tension of nylon or gut
strings. Almost all flat top soundboard bracing patterns now use diagonal braces. X bracing was developed by
the Martin Guitar Co. Its strength comes from two long braces, running at opposing angles across the
soundboard to form an X, crossing just above the bridge. The two ends of the bridge lie above the lower limbs
of each brace. This is one reason the older fret-to-the-body designs sound quite different to modern
fret-to-the-body guitars, since the bridge on the 12 fret is further from the brace crossing point and drives the
belly of the soundboard in a different way. Martin changed from centre scalloped braces to heavier braces
without the centre scallop in This seems to have been in response to an increase in guitars having soundboard
problems due to a swing towards players using heavier strings. Players noticed the reduction in bass due to the
heavier braces and Martin now makes guitars with and without centre scalloped braces. This shows that guitar
owners need to be aware of the string tension limits their guitars are designed for. In this pattern the two main
braces run from either side of the heel block and pass on either side of the bridge and there is often a cross
brace across the width of the soundboard above the bridge. With both these bracing patterns there are usually
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two or three short diagonal braces across the belly of the guitar and two or three small braces for the rest of the
soundboard. A fairly thick cross brace is usually found just under the end of the fingerboard for stability and to
lend strength to the neck joint. A wooden plate is also added to strengthen the soundhole and a hardwood plate
is fitted under the bridge to provide a firm surface for the string ball ends and stop them biting into the spruce
top. Sides on many modern guitars are not braced, often because the sides are made from laminated wood.
Solid rosewood sides, particularly Brazilian rosewood with its uneven grain, need vertical braces across the
grain, to resist splitting. Braces are commonly made of spruce, mahogany, or sometimes red cedar, are taller
than they are wide and have tapered or scalloped ends. The scalloping allows the soundboard to flex at the
edges. Sometimes braces are also scalloped in the middle to tune and control stiffness. Bracing is where you
find a significant difference between factory built and handmade guitars. Factory instruments are often
overbuilt with thicker bracing than is really needed to allow for the weakest materials that might be used. With
a custom hand built guitar the luthier can select and test his bracing material and the top is often hand tuned by
shaving the braces once the guitar is assembled. Archtop guitars have less top bracing since they rely on the
arched carve or moulding of the top for its strength. Normally only the two main braces are fitted and the
tradition is to use two long parallel braces or tone bars running from heel to end block. Some archtops are
made with an X brace pattern, giving a quieter, warmer sound with more sustain. The arched top is either press
moulded from spruce laminate or carved from solid wood, sometimes with the bracing bars as part of the
carving. Some modern makers have started building slight curves or even doming into the tops and backs of
their steel flattop and classical guitars to give them strength and rely less on the bracing this is really an old
technique as used by Torres that went out of fashion because of its cost and complexity. This has the
advantage of producing tops with high strength to weight ratios, but has to be balanced against reducing
flexibility. Lattice bracing is a fairly new technique that involves bracing all of the soundboard below the
soundhole with a very lightweight lattice framework, usually made from selected balsa wood, reinforced with
strips of carbon fibre cloth coated in resin. Another modern trend is to various diagonal ties, often of carbon
fibre, running across the body to stiffen the body shell and stop twisting and long term warping. The Bridge
The vibration of the strings is transferred to the guitar through the bridge to the top of the guitar. As the strings
vibrate the longitudinal string tension rises and falls. This change in tension pulls on the bridge and causes it to
rock backwards and forwards, rotating along its width. The height of the bridge and saddle above the
soundboard has a significant effect on volume. This is because the bridge and saddle form a lever, transferring
the changes in string tension into wave motion along the length of the soundboard. The joint between the
bridge and the soundboard acts as the lever pivot point. A high bridge and saddle have a greater advantage in
driving the soundboard because the mechanical advantage of levers increases in proportion to the length of the
lever from the pivot, to the point at which force is applied. The width of the bridge also acts as a further part of
this lever system to drive the top. Of course in practice the actual movement of the bridge is more complex
than a simple rotation or rocking motion. Archtop guitar bridges On archtop guitars the bridge only drives the
soundboard and the strings are anchored through a tailpiece.
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4: Parts of a Guitar - Learn the Guitar's Anatomy | Guitar Lesson World
Shop from the world's largest selection and best deals for Guitar Parts. Shop with confidence on eBay!

Body[ edit ] The body of a guitar consists of a treble or upper bout the half of the guitar closest to the neck ,
the bass or lower bout the wider half of the guitar , and the waist bout the narrow section between the treble
and bass bouts. The body is one of the most important factors in shaping the overall tone of a guitar. It
provides the resonance that shapes the tonal qualities. It determines the volume of acoustic guitars and affects
the sustain of electric guitars. Resonance is affected by: It is a plantation-wood used mainly for building
cabinets. Agathis is cheap and usually used in the construction of budget guitars. Its tone is similar to
mahogany but more bland sounding with a less complex response. Alder is a lightweight wood that provides a
clean balanced tonal response and good resonance. Its soft and tight porous structure is similar to basswood
but with a bolder hard grain pattern that adds to the stiffness making it more robust. Alder has a medium light
tan color and provides a balanced tone across the frequency range with a slight upper mid-range producing a
clean sound. Its resonance provides a good dynamic range. Ash has an open grain pattern which requires a lot
of lacquer to seal and this can have a marked affect on the length of the sustain. Ash is typically used in
mid-range priced guitars. Ash offers two varieties for guitar construction and they differ in tone: This gives it a
bright tone and long sustain. Swamp Ash grows underwater which makes the wood lightweight and porous.
Many Fender guitars from the s were built with Swamp Ash. It has hard grain lines between its softer layers
and a creamy light tan color with bold darker grain patterns. Its tonal qualities are a balance between
brightness, warmth and dynamic range with clear bell-like highs, slightly scooped mids and strong lows.
Swamp Ash has good resonance across the whole frequency spectrum and therefore can sound quite complex.
Basswood is a lightweight lighter than Alder close-grained wood with a consistent and tight grain pattern. Its
very soft with light colors that range from almost white to medium tan. It requires a hard finish, such as
polyester, for protection and good engineering to allow the screws and screw-holes to hold the parts. The
installation of a tremolo system on such a softwood also means the body needs to be thicker to prevent
cracking. Tonally, basswood has a warm soft tone which attenuates both the high and extreme low
frequencies. It also creates a pronounced midrange fundamental frequency response and a reduced smoother
high-end response. The tonal response compared with other softwoods such as ash and alder is less complex
with a narrower dynamic range. It is used in the construction of budget guitars and expensive guitars. Cedar
became popular in the mid-twentieth century after master luthier Jose Ramirez III of Madrid pioneered the use
of red cedar as a substitute for the increasingly scarce European spruce. Mahogany is a highly dense, heavy
wood with a fine, open grain and large pores. The color is reddish brown. Tonally, it provides good low
frequencies, a compressed mid-range and smooth sounding highs. Overall, its tone is mellow, soft and warm
with a full and thick quality. Its density provides excellent sustain and also makes it less susceptible to dents
and scratches. Its density and weight have led some manufacturers to experiment with a thinner body as seen
on the Ibanez S series. Nato is not a mahogany though its appearance and tonal similarities to mahogany has
led to it being used on guitars as a mahogany substitute. It is also a commercial grade wood used in cabinet
building. It has a bright tone with pronounced midrange but lacks in sensitivity and punch compared with
mahogany. Nato is used by the manufacturer B. Rich for their Assassin range. North-American Spruce Maple
is used for the backs and sides of more expensive acoustics like the J series by Gibson. Though not generally
used as a table for flat-topped instruments; it is the wood of choice for arched top guitars, mandolins, and the
violin family of instruments. Its usually white in color with tight pores and thin grain lines. There are two
main types of American maple: As named, it is very hard and dense with a medium weight which makes it
difficult to work and therefore it is usually reserved for necks. When used for the body, it provides a bright
sound with very strong highs and upper mid-range but quieter bass frequencies. Overall, hard maple has a very
long sustain. It has a bright tone with good bite and attack though not as brittle as hard maple. Its tonal
qualities produce singing highs with a tight low-end. This kind of maple is often seen with a figure called
flame or curl and less commonly a figure called quilt. Rosewood is used for the backs and sides of acoustics
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and also for fingerboards. It possesses an extremely high density which makes for an acoustically reflective
tone wood. Its color is dark brown with reddish, purple or orange streaks running through it. There are many
varieties of rosewood that are suitable for guitar construction. Poplar is a wood used by manufacturers of
budget guitars most notably Danelectro who use masonite top and back glued to a poplar frame sides. Its a
closed grain wood with a greyish-green color and similar to alder in weight and tone. Due to the resurgence of
interest in budget guitars from the s onwards some modern reissues that use poplar are relatively expensive.
European Spruce is a premium tonewood used in the design of many stringed instruments including the violin,
viola and lute. Increasing scarcity has resulted in the use of substitutes such as the North American species of
spruce and red cedar. Walnut is a medium hard wood with a strong grain pattern. Its body has a constant
density. Walnut is harder, heavier and more dense than mahogany and therefore closer to maple. Tonally, it is
warmer than maple with a solid low-end. The mid-range is relatively complex and the high-end is smooth and
bright. Due to its density it provides good sustain. Body top[ edit ] Some electric guitars have an extra top
added to the body to blend the tonal qualities of different types of wood together. Maple with figuring is a
popular top and produces a pronounced look and tone adds brightness. Body tops are not used on acoustics
since the layering of two pieces of wood for the table would inhibit the resonance and dull the tone. Bridge[
edit ] Bridge The bridge is found on the lower bout of the body and its function is to allow the strings to sit at
a relative height to the fretboard. Depending on the guitar, the strings may terminate at the bridge or just pass
over it. On electric guitars the bridge can be raised or lowered using two screws thumbscrews which can be
rotated with the fingers or traditional screws requiring a screwdriver at either end of the bridge. This is
discussed further in the Adjusting the Guitar section. The bridge of an acoustic consists of two parts: Saddles
are either a piece of plastic or polished bone and like the electric guitar bridge keep the strings at a relative
height to the fretboard. Saddles are made with a smooth top edge no notches and the base of the saddle is
seated in a groove cut into the tie block. The wood tie block of a classical guitar is glued to the lower bout and
acts as a string terminator. A classical guitar string is pushed through the hole in the tie block and the string is
then brought back under itself three or four times and pulled tight to form a knot. Once the saddle is seated in
the groove of the tie block the tension of the strings clamp it. Steel string acoustics also have a saddle and tie
block though due to the strings having terminating end balls there is no need to knot. The saddle and tie block
on acoustics are not adjustable and are set to the correct height by the manufacturer. Adjustments to the height
of the acoustic saddle are possible by shaving lowering the saddle though this job is best left to a luthier since
any changes will be permanent. The design of bridges varies greatly between different manufacturers and the
above generic descriptions may not apply to some guitars. Regardless of the design the main purpose of all
bridges is to maintain the strings at a relative height to the fretboard. Fretboard and Frets[ edit ] The fretboard
is a piece of wood that is glued to the front of the neck. These are commonly made of rosewood though other
hard woods such as ebony may also be used. Embedded in the fretboard are a number of metal frets fret-wire
usually numbering twenty to twenty-four. Strings are pressed down behind a fret which changes the length
that is left free to vibrate thereby producing a different note. A simple demonstration is to be found on the
twelfth fret. On all guitars this is the fret that divides the string exactly in half and produces a note an octave
higher than the open note. Any open string that maintains its original tension and is halved produces its octave.
This applies to all stringed instruments including the piano and violin. There are a variety of fret designs.
Jumbo frets are higher and wider than normal frets and require less fretboard contact to sound a clear note.
Medium frets are closer to the board and must be firmly in contact with the fretboard to sound a clear note.
Some guitarist prefer jumbo frets due to the ease with which you can bend strings and the faster play offered
by less fretboard contact. As with many design elements of the guitar this is a subjective area that is more
personal preference rather than advantage. Good technique is not dependent on fret size The first fret is the
one nearest the nut. Some manufacturers place a zero fret immediately after the nut and the strings sit on the
zero fret.
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5: Ibanez Guitar Parts for sale | eBay
Made of natural Cattle bone except Guitar Bridge pins, bone is a very good material to make nut and saddle, hard,
dense, yet fairly light. Acoustic Guitar Pickup. If you want to select a nut and saddle that maximizes your tone and your
guitar's playing condition, the bone nut and saddle is one great option.

When learning guitar, I and other tutors will make reference to some of the terminology found on this page, so
you need to know where these parts are on your guitar and what their function is. So, pretty straightforward
stuff, but take your time as always. The head or headstock is where you tune the guitar. The electric guitar on
the right pictured above has what are called cutaways in its design - scoops where the neck meets the body.
These allow you to reach the higher frets without obstruction from the body. Guitars can have one or two
cutaways and acoustic guitars can also have them typically electro-acoustics. Headstock This is where we tune
the guitar and where one end of the string gets attached to the guitar. On a standard six string guitar their are
six tuning machines that provide the mechanism to tune each string. To tune the strings up or down you turn
the tuning pegs. There are three main headstock configurations for acoustic and electric guitars Each tuning
post has a hole to thread the string through. The headstock can also be where you access the truss rod, which
runs inside the length of the neck. In a nutshell, the truss rod increases or relieves the bow in the neck, which
can help to eliminate fret buzz. Learn the parts of the guitar first! Nut The nut is responsible for seating the
strings as they pass from the headstock on to the guitar neck and fingerboard. Nuts can be made of bone,
plastic, graphite, corian and brass, to name a few. The strings get seated into the slits in the nut. It marks one
end of the vibrating length of the string when plucked, the other end being the bridge. Neck The neck,
typically made of mahogany or maple, is not the same part as the fretboard see below. The fretboard is in fact
glued on to the neck. When holding the guitar, your thumb will be positioned around the back of the neck.
Along the fretboard are raised metal frets, or fret wires. You press the string s down just behind the fret wire to
create a particular note or chord. The most common fretboard materials are rosewood and maple. Maple is the
lighter wood and generally produces a brighter, tighter sound. Along the fretboard there are often inlay
markers, either dots or more elaborate markings positioned at regular fret intervals usually frets 3, 5, 7, 9, 12,
15, 17, 19, 21 and 24 if the guitar has 24 frets. Neck Joint This is where the neck is connected to the body. The
neck is attached either through a bolt-on usually 3 or 4 screws , set-in or neck-through construction. Both
set-in and neck-through construction generally improve sustain, although bolt-on is still used on many high
end guitars. Pickups electric guitars The pickups are situated on the body where the fretboard ends. These are
the magnetic parts responsible for picking up the string vibrations and translating this into sound through your
amplifier. The pickup closest to the bridge is called the bridge or lead pickup. The pickup closest to the neck is
called the neck, rhythm or jazz pickup. The two main types of pickup are single coil right, top and humbucker
or double coil. Single coils traditionally used on Strat style guitars have a thinner, brighter sound than the
fatter, warmer sounding humbuckers typically used on Les Paul style guitars. Humbuckers are often covered
with chrome or brass plates. The name humbucker comes from the fact they were made to produce less noise
than single coils. Literally "bucking the hum". Guitars commonly have one tone knob per pickup and one
master volume. Some also have a volume knob for each pickup. Electric guitars also have a pickup selector
switch so you can choose which pickup s to activate. Guitars with three pickups e. Strats tend to use 5-way
pickup switches. The first position for the bridge pickup only, the second selects bridge and middle, third
selects middle only, fourth middle and neck, fifth neck only. Sound Hole acoustic guitars Acoustic guitars use
what is called a sound hole to amplify the sound of the picked or strummed strings. Electro-acoustic guitars
also use a pickup and onboard preamp, giving you the option to plug in like you would an electric and use an
external amplifier. Electric Guitar Bridge Remember how the nut is one end of the vibrating length of the
string? The bridge is the other, and is where the string meets the body. Adjustments can be made at the bridge
to string height and intonation more on these setup elements another time. Some guitar bridges support the use
of a tremolo arm also known as a whammy bar, see pic. The tremolo arm moves the bridge up and down to
quickly change the pitch of the strings and back again, producing a vibrato effect or "dive bomb". An example
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of a non-tremolo or fixed bridge is a tune-o-matic. Acoustic Guitar Bridge The bridge on acoustic guitars
serves exactly the same purpose - to transfer string vibration to the guitar body. However, acoustic bridges are
much simpler. They typically consist of a single piece of wood e. Strap Buttons Simply where each end of the
strap attaches to the guitar, usually one at the base of the body, the other at the top of the body near the neck or
even on the neck itself. Strings come in different gauges thickness and materials - steel for electric, steel, brass
or bronze for acoustic and nylon for classical acoustic. Gauge is measured in inches. For example, I typically
use a. The most common gauges range from. Did This Help You? Say "thanks" by sharing this with fellow
guitarists Please consider donating to fretjam and support the free lessons Plus, grab your free Uncommon
Chords book and get personal help from me when you need it. Have any questions, thoughts or ideas about
this lesson? Let us know using the comments form below.
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6: www.enganchecubano.com: 1pc 3-pole 4-position Custom Wiring 4way Switch Guitar Parts: Musical Ins
Guitar Switches available online from Allparts - the leading distributor of guitar parts, bass guitar parts, and amp parts.

We have added to our parts for sale some really nice Fretboards No more need for scale calculators, and
measuring we have placed a hair line on each end to show you exacting placement of the Nut and Bridge, also
a center line registration mark to help too. Perfect for the Final FretBoards on your project , Low Priced - you
can get several to use on your prototypes before you use the good wood. These are Peel-N-Stick, they are
made by a high tech company that specializes in Outdoor Advertising that you might see on an Auto or Bus
Wraps, those large outdoor billboards and so on. The Inks are UV protected long life with a clear coat that is
also every thing resistant. Professional backing allows you to press these down with an expired Gift-Credit
Card without bubbles-stretching etc. These are 4" wide and you use a straight edge and utility knife to trim the
long side to what ever you desire. Super Low Pricing on White and Black with and without circle markers.
Super Low Pricing on Deluxe with card markers. Shipping is combined on purchase of multiple fretboards.
Shipping Charge will be included in your paypal payment. Click images for closeups. Let your exotic wood
show. Below - Deluxe peel-n-stick 21" scale fretboard. Black with white lines and rectangle markers. White
with black lines and rectangle markers. Black with white lines and dot markers. White with black lines and dot
markers. Below - Deluxe peel-n-stick Below - Deluxe peel-n-stick 22" scale fretboard. White with black
lines. Black with Islander markers. White with Islander markers. Black with abalone lines and markers. Below
- Peel-n-stick Black with white markers. Black with white lines. Black with white lines and rectangle markers
Below - Deluxe peel-n-stick 23" scale fretboard. Black with white lines and custom Abalone markers.
Includes custom cutline and markers for bridge and string ferrule placement. Black with Abalone lines and
rectangle markers. Below - Peel-n-stick 23" scale fretboard. White with black lines and markers. Below Deluxe peel-n-stick 24" scale fretboard. Abalone lines and rectangle markers. Black with abalone lines and
rectangle markers. Below - Deluxe peel-n-stick 25" scale fretboard. Black with red and white markers. White
with black and red card markers. Below - 25 scale white with black lines with and without markers 25" White
with black lines no markers shipping options International: We can make custom position markers, back
ground colors, visual textures, anything that can be graphically designed in Illustrator and Photoshop, the
possibilities are endless. Pricing for custom designs are very reasonable. Below are some photos of completed
projects: Very nicely done A peel n stick Fretboard with plexi cover on 6 String Lap. Kit including lazer
etched fretboard. Kit including lexan printed fretboard. A peel-n-stick printed fretboard used for 6 string
project. A peel-n-stick fretboard used with Alumitone PU on a console kit, including nut, bridge, legs, tuners
and control pots.
7: Warmoth Custom Guitar Parts - Custom bass and guitar bodies and necks
In this lesson, I'll show you the parts of an electric guitar and an acoustic guitar. I'll also show you the standard tuning,
how strings are numbered, and how frets are numbered. The Parts of a Guitar.

8: Guitar/Anatomy of a Guitar - Wikibooks, open books for an open world
Guitar is an amazing instrument, not only because of all that it can do, but also because of how great it can sound when
not doing much at all. One of the ways that guitar is most often heard is by strumming the standard chords that beginner
guitarists learn.

9: Parts of the Guitar - Clearest Guitar Parts Diagram & Detailed Breakdown
Custom Guitar and Bass Necks and Bodies, Pickups, Bridges, Tuners, and Pickguards at Warmoth - The Original
Custom Guitar Shop! Warmoth Custom Guitar Parts - Custom bass and guitar bodies and necks You seem to be on a
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mobile device.
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